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It is an open question whether or not a Noetherian ring R possesses an Artinian 
classical quotient ring whenever it is K-homogeneous, that is, whenever the 
Krull dimension Kd(A) of every nonzero right ideal A of R equals that of 
For fully bounded rings this was settled affirmatively by Gordon [4, Theorem I], 
and by [g7 Theorem 2.21 it is also known to be true for Noetherian rings with 
Krull dimension one. The purpose of this paper is to prove a theorem which 
includes both these results as special cases. For this the concept of ideal invariance 
introduced in [IO] turns out to be useful, a ring R being ideal invariant if 
KdfM @ T) < Kd(M) for every finitely generated right R-module M and 
every two-sided ideal T. In Sections 2 and 3 it is shown that Noetherian right 
fully bounded rings and Noetherian rings with Krull dimension one are indeed 
in this class of rings. The main theorem of this paper asserts that a weakly ideal 
invariant K-homogeneous ring with right Krull dimension has a right M%ian 
right quotient ring. Weakly ideal invariant rings are considered for technicaf 
reasons; the proofs only require that Kd(M @ T) < Kd(RIT) whenever 
Kd(M) < Kd(R/T). This result should also be viewed in contrast to the 
example in [4] of a fully bounded K-homogeneous right Noetherian ring which 
has no Artinian quotient ring. 
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Moving in a different direction, Warfieldl established the existence of a two- 
sided Artinian quotient ring for any K-homogeneous Noetherian ring satisfying 
another weaker form of ideal invariance which only asks for Kd(B/AB), < 
Kd(R/A), whenever A and B are two-sided ideals. It is an open problem whether 
Warfield’s condition, weak ideal invariance, and ideal invariance are different 
concepts for Noetherian rings. However his result follows from our main theorem, 
as is shown in Section 3. 
All rings considered have a unit element, modules are unitary right modules. 
A ring is Noetherian if it satisfies the maximum condition for both left and right 
ideals. The ring R has Krull dimension, more precisely right Krull dimension, 
if the module R, has Krull dimension. A familiarity with this concept is assumed, 
for details the reader is referred to [5]. 
An ideal T of a ring R with Krull dimension is said to be ideal invariant if 
Kd(M OR T) < Kd(M) f or every finitely generated right R-module M; equiv- 
alently, if Kd(Tl1T) < Kd(R/I) f or every right ideal I. A ring is ideal invariant 
if every ideal is ideal invariant. More strictly we should speak of right ideal 
invariance, but as we are only concerned with one side, no confusion should 
arise. The ideal T is weakly ideal invariant if Kd(M Be T) < Kd(R/T) for 
every finitely generated right R-module M with Kd(M) < Kd(R/T); equiv- 
alently, if Kd(R/I) < Kd(R/T) f or a right ideal I implies that Kd(T/IT) < 
Kd(R/T). A ring R is called weakly ideal invariant if every ideal is weakly ideal 
invariant. Clearly, ideal invariant rings are weakly ideal invariant. At present, 
there is no example of a Noetherian ring that is not ideal invariant. However, if 
R is merely right Noetherian, then R need not even be weakly ideal invariant 
(see [9]), and in [I I] it is shown that a right Noetherian ring R can be weakly 
ideal invariant without being ideal invariant. 
1. K-HOMOGENEOUS IDEAL INVARIANT RINGS 
A module M with Krull dimension is said to be K-homogeneous, or ol-home- 
geneous in the case where Kd(M) = 01, if Kd(N) = Kd(M) for every nonzero 
submodule N of M. The ring R is K-homogeneous if the module R, has this 
property2. The aim of this section is to prove that a K-homogeneous weakly 
ideal invariant ring with Krull dimension has a right Artinian right quotient ring. 
The first lemma is adapted from [lo, Lemma 1.21. In order to make this paper 
self-contained a direct proof is included for which the authors would like to 
thank Alfred Goldie. 
1 Unpublished notes on Artinian quotient rings, Leeds, 1977. 
2 In some places in the literature the name Macaulay was used to describe this property. 
But then every commutative Noeterian domain would be Macaulay which is quite 
misleading. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 1 be a right ideal of a semipr&.e fight Go/die ring 
b E R. Tlwz there exists d E I such that (b + d)R and bR + I hav 
unifom dime&on. 
Pqoo$ Let Q be the semisimple Artinian right quotient ring of 
jb 1 R)R C bR + I the assertion of the lemma is equivalent to requi 
there is d EIQ for which (b + d)Q = bQ + IQ. For ease of notation assume 
Q = R, so I is a sum of minimal right ideals and the assertion need only be 
proved when I is minimal. Let R = R, @ ..I @ R, , the Ri being simple rings 
whose unit elements e, are central idempotents of R. Suppose that P C Rr , then 
r(l) = r(R,) = R, 0 ... @R, , where r(I) denotes the right annihilator of I. 
If r(b) C r(I), then Rb = lv(Rb) 2 h(I) = R, holds for e left annihilators ; hence 
Re,b = R, , so that e,b is a unit in R, . Thus e,bR = andbR2R,>Isothe 
result follows in this case by choosing d = 0. Hf r(b) g r(I), then choose d EP 
with r(b) $ r(d). As r(d) is a maximal right ideal of R, it follows t-hat 
r(d) + v(b) = R; SO I = x + y with dx = by = 8. Then b = (b + d)x and 
d = (b + d)y; so the result follows. 
LEMMA 2. Let R be a semiprime ying with K&E dimension, let I be a right ideal 
with %l(R/I) < Kd(R), and let b E R. Then there exists d ~1 such that 
Pqogf. By Lemma I there exists d E I such that (b + d)R is an essential 
submodule of I + bR. Choose a right ideal K sucR that (I $ bR) @ K is an 
essential right ideal of R. By Goldie’s theorem, the essential righ 
(b + d)R @ K contains a regular element; so Kd(R/(b $ d)R @ K) < 
The result foliows since also Kd(K) < Kd(R/I) < Kd(R). 
Remark. If the above result holds in some more general class of rings, then 
the set 4$ = (c E R ; Kd(R/cR) < Kd(R)) is easily seen to be a right divisor set. 
Thus locahzation is possible. The first aim of this section is to show that Lemma 2 
can be generalized to weakly ideal invariant rings. 
EEMMA 3. be a &g with Krull dimension, and let T be a weakly ideal 
inmriant ideal of with Kd(R/cR + T) < Kd(R/T) for soaae c E RS Then 
M(R/cR + 2”) < Kd(R/T) for all positice integeips n. 
ProoJ1: We prove the lemma by induction on R, the case IZ = 1 being given. 
So suppose that Kd(R/cR + T”) < Kd(R/T). Then 
Kd(T/cT + Th’r) < Kd(R/T). Thus Kd((cR + T)/< 
Combined with the case n = I this gives 
Kd(R/(cR + Tkfl)) < KdjR/T). 
The previous two lemmas can be combined to give the folkowing theorem. 
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THEOREM 4. Let R be a Ting with rkht Krull dimension, let T be a weak& 
ideal invariant semiprime ideal of R, and let I be a right ideal with Kd(R/I) < 
Kd(R/T). Th en f OY alzy b E R there exists d E I such that 
Kd(R/(b + d)R + T”) < Kd(R/T) 
fey all positive integers n. 
Proof. Since T is semiprime, R/T is right Goldie [5, Corollary 3.41. Thus by 
Lemma 2 there exists d E I such that Kd(R/(b + d)R + T) < Kd(R/T). Now 
apply Lemma 3 to the element c = b + d. 
In fact, the above theorem holds for any ideal T, provided that R is weakly 
ideal invariant. For, let T,/T be the nilradical of R/T. Then the theorem holds 
for T1 and by [5, Theorem 5.11 there exists m such that Tim _C T. 
COROLLARY 5. Let R be a ring with Krull dimension and weakly ideal invariant 
nilradical, and let I be a right ideal with Kd(R/I) < Kd(R). Then there exists 
c E I with Kd(R/cR) < Kd(R). 
Proof. Let T be the nilradical of R. Then by [5, Theorem 5.11 T” = 0 for 
some integer n. Theorem 4 completes the proof, taking b = 0. 
LEMMA 6. Let S be a semiprime ring with Krull dimension, and let M be a right 
S-module with finite uniform dimension. Then 
(a) For any ascending chain of submodules Ml _C M2 C ... c iVli c *a. 2 M 
all but a$nite number of the factors M,,,/n/r, are torsion. 
(b) If M has Krull dimension and Kd(S) = 01 is not a limit ordinal, then M 
has no injinite ascending chain of submodules whose factors are a-dimensional. 
Proof. (a) By [5, C orollary 3.41 the ring S is right Goldie. Let Q denote its 
semisimple Artinian classical quotient ring. Since Ms has finite uniform dimen- 
sion, (M OS Q)o has finite length, so it follows from the flatness of sQ that 
(Mi+,[Mi) OS Q = 0 and consequently that M,,,/Mi is torsion for all but 
finitely many i. 
(b) This follows from (a) if we observe that for any element x of a torsion 
module X we get Kd(xS) = Kd(S/ann(x)) < Kd(S) = /3 + 1 = 01, so 
Kd(X) < ,B by Theorem 4.1 of [5]. 
An alternative proof of the above lemma can be given using the concept of 
reduced rank introduced by Goldie in [2]. 
THEOREM 7. A K-homogeneous ying with right K&l dimension satisfies the 
maximum condition for right annihilators. 
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Proof- Assume the existence of an infinite ascending chain of right anni- 
hilators 
Ai = ann(X,) $ ... s Ai = ann(Xi) g A,+1 = anrr(X~+,) 2 ... 
in R. Since the prime radical Nis nilpotent by [S, Theorem 5.11, there is a largest 
index Y for which the chain (A, A NT) has infinitely many proper inclusions, 
whereas the chain (Ai n NT+r) has only finitely many. Bv renumbering, if 
necessary, we may assume Ai n NT g A,+1 n NY and Ai n N;+r = AL+% n LV~+I 
for all i. Since (A, n Nr)N C Ai n N r+l = A, n fP+l for all i, tke module 
(WE A, n NT>/Ai n N’ is an R/N-module. By Lemma 6(a) there is an index m 
such that A,+1 n ilTr/Az n Nr is torsion for all i > nz. Thus for any a E A,,, n NT 
there is an element c regular modulo N such that a(cR + IV) c Ai ~‘i NT _C A, , 
so .xa(cR + N) = 0 for any x E Xi . But then Kd(xaR) < Kd(R/cR T iv> < 
d(R), so xa = 0 as R is K-homogeneous. Hence a E ann(XJ = Ai , which 
yields a contradiction. 
The condition that R is K-homogeneous cannot be removed from this theorem 
since there are examples of rings with Krull dimension which have intinite 
ascending chains of right annihilators, [S, Example 10.63. 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a K-homogeneous ring with right Kmll dimmsion mhose 
nilvadicai is right weakly ideal invariant. Then R has a Fight Artinian chsicaJ 
right quotient ying. 
Proof. Let V = {c E R / Kd(R/cR) < Kd(R)). Obviously ali regular elements 
are members of %‘. Let a E R, c E Y: and put I = (Y E j UT E CR}. Then R/I gg 
(aR + cR)/cR and so Kd(R/I) < Kd(R). By C 5 there exists c’ EI n %, 
giving ac’ = ca’, for some a’ E R; so we have the right Ore condition with respect 
to CT. pose that xc = 0 for some x E R, c E V. Then xR is 
imag and so Kd(xR) < Kd(R). Therefore x = 0 since 
genebus. Thus elements of %F are left regular. By Theorem 7 and [3, Lemma i JO] 
they are aho right regular, so @? is precisely the set of reg&r elements of 2-2, 
IVe have the right Ore condition for this set and so can form the right quotient 
ring Q. If I C K are right ideals of $2, then it is easily checked that I f K if and 
only if Kd(K n R/P n R) = Kd(R), and so it follows that @ is a right Artinian 
ring. 
The above constitutes a direct proof of the existence of an Artinian qilotient 
ring. Alternatively, one can use Lemma 3, with T as the prime radical, to show 
that elements regular with respect to this radical are in fact regular elements of 
the ring, and then invoke Small’s theorem for rings with Krull dimension [5]. 
Remark. In the case of a right Noetherian ring we are able to omit Lemma 6 
and Theorem 7 as we automatically have the ascending chain condition on right 
annihilators; so the proof becomes much easier. For a right and left Noetherian 
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ring with Krull dimension one, Theorem 8 can be improved to say that R has a 
full quotient ring if and only if the Artinian radical, i.e., the sum of all Artinian 
submodules of RR , is an ideal direct summand of R [9, Theorem 2.41. It would 
be interesting to know what generalization of this result holds for Noetherian 
rings of higher Krull dimension. Note that a straightforward analog of the 
above is not true. For example, if k is a field and R is the semiprime ring 
K[x, y, x]/(xy) + (xz), then Kd(R) = 2 and, b a using notation, xR is the l-radical 
of R. However xR is not a direct summand of R as x f x2 mod((xy) + (XX)). 
2. FULLY BOUNDED RINGS 
A ring R is right bounded if every essential right ideal contains a nonzero two- 
sided ideal. R is rightfully bounded if every prime factor ring of R is right bounded. 
The ring R is fully bounded if it is both right and left fully bounded. It is an easy 
consequence of results of Jategaonkar [6] that fully bounded Noetherian rings 
are ideal invariant [lo]. H owever, most results proved for fully bounded rings 
seem to be true if the boundedness condition is assumed on only one side. Here 
we shall show that a Noetherian right fully bounded ring is an ideal invariant 
ring. The result depends on equalities and inequalities of various dimensions 
and we first clarify these. 
Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule such that MR has Krull dimension. The Krull 
dimension of the lattice of S-R-bimodules of Mis denoted by &MR). Obviously, 
p(sMd < KWf,). Th e c l assical K&l dimension cl.Kd(R) of a right Noetherian 
ring R is the smallest ordinal 01 for which the set spec(R) of all prime ideals of R 
equals one of the following subsets: 
spec,(R) = set of all maximal ideals of R, 
spec,(R) = /P E spec(R) j Q 2 P, Q E spec(R) implies Q E avE spec,(R)/ 
for ordinals 01 > 0. For basic properties of this dimension we refer to [7, 51. We 
shall need the following facts: If I is an ideal of R, then cl.Kd(R/I) < cl.Kd(R); 
if I is a nonzero ideal of a right Noetherian prime ring R, then cl.Kd(R/I) < 
cl.Kd(R); if R is a right Noetherian right fully bounded ring, then Kd(R) = 
cl.Kd(R). 
If R is a Noetherian right fully bounded ring, I is a right ideal of R, and 
B = ann(R/I), then Kd(R/1) = Kd(R/B), [6, Lemma 2.11. 
LEMMA 9. Let S be a kg with left K&l dimension, R any ring. Let SMR be a 
bimodule such that n/r, is finitely gelzevated and &? is a faithful module with K~ull 
dimension. Then left Kd(,M) = left Kd(,S). 
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PYOO~. Let M = mrR + ‘.. $ m,R. Then 
S = SjS = S/arms(M) = S/h anns(nzi) c+ @ .#. 
i=l k copies 
Thus left Kd(,M) 3 left Kd(,S). Th e reverse inequality holds universally by 
[5, Corollzry 4.4]. 
Ginn and Moss [l] have shown that if a Noetherian ring has an essential so& 
then the ring is an Artinian ring. It is not known whether a Xoetherian ring wit 
an essential ideal I has Kd(R) = Kd(1). The following result gives a Little infor- 
mation in this direction. 
COROLLARY 10. Let Pz be a Noetherian ring and I an ideal of I? essential as a 
right ideal. Then left Kd(R) = left Kd(I). 
&roof. Let T = I-ann 1. Then I is a faithful left Il;odule over S = R/T; 
so, by Lemma 9, 
left Kd(,l) = left Kd(,d) = left Kd(R/T) = left Kd,jR/T). 
However, T is contained in the right singular ideal of R; and so is a nilpotent 
ideal. Thus, as IF” = 0, left Kd(,l) = left Kd,(RIT) = left Kd( 
PROPOSITION 11. Let S be a left Noetherian y&g, pi any ping, and let sMR be 
a bimodule such that ME is Noetheviarz and Kd&hf) exists, Thep-ear &ME) .< 
cl.Kd(S). 
Proof. If false, we assume by Noetherian induction that the result is true for 
proper factor rings of S. Assume S is not a prime ring, and let AB = 0 for 
nonzero ideals A, B of S. Then 
dsJ~d = -WWW i@W3 
< max(cl.Kd(S/B), cl.Md(S/A)) < cl.Kd(S), 
a contradiction. So we may assume S is prime. Sow let JUR = &!& 1 Mr 1 .. 
M, > Mi+r > ... be a descending chain of S-R-bimodules of Ii/a. If for some i. 
,(M,jM,,I) is faithful, then, by Lemma 9, Kd,(MJfW+J = Kd(,S) 2 Kd(,M), 
and so this can only happen finitely many times. II&me for some integer n, if 
i 3 n,then 0 # Ti = ann,(MJMt+l). S ince S is prime we then get, for i > q 
,(MJMz+,) < cl.Kd(SjT,) < cl.Kd(S), by the inductive hypothesis. Hence 
&l4) < cl.Kd(S). 
COROLLARY 12. A Noethekan right fully bounded Gzg R is ideal ~~~a~~~~~~ 
Proof. Let T be an ideal, I a right ideal, B = arm(R/i). Tben Kd(R/B) = 
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Kd(W) by [6, L emma 2.11 and BT _C IT. Now by [6, Lemma 2.21, 
P(~,~(T/BT)J = Kd(T/BT), . Hence 
J-WW < KW/W, = PG(R/B(V%) 
< cl.Kd(R/B) = Kd(R/B) = Kd(R/I). 
3. KRULL DIMENSION ONE 
In [9] it was shown that Noetherian rings with Krull dimensions one are ideal 
invariant. However, the proof given there required the existence of an Artinian 
quotient ring for a l-homogeneous ring. In view of Theorem 8 it would be more 
suitable to give a direct proof of ideal invariance, which we do here. This will be 
an easy consequence of the rather technical Theorem 14 below, which also shows 
that the theorem of Warfield mentioned in the introduction is contained in our 
Theorem 8. 
The following result is singled out because it is a useful standard argument in 
investigations of a similar nature. 
LEMMA 13. Let T be an ideal of the right Noetherian ying R. Thelz 
(a) T is weakly ideal invariant ;f Kd( T/CT) < Kd(R/T) for all right ideals 
C with Kd(R/C) < Kd(R/T) f OY which R/C is a critical right module with prime 
annihilator. 
(b) T is ideal invariant ;f Kd( T/CT) < Kd(R/C) for all right ideals C for 
auhich R/C is a critical right module with prime annihilator. 
Proof. (a) Let I be a right ideal with Kd(R/I) < Kd(R/T) and assume that 
Kd(T/XT) < Kd(R/T) for all right ideals X2 I. Let K/Is R/C be a critical 
submodule with prime annihilator. Then Kd( T/CT) < Kd(R/T) by assumption 
and Kd(T/KT) < Kd(R/T) by the inductive hypothesis. It follows from the 
exactness of the sequence 
that Kd(T/IT) < Kd(R/T). Part (b) is proved similarly. 
THEOREM 14. Let R be a right Noetherian Ting whose prime factor yings are left 
Goldie, and let Kd(T/QT) < Kd(R) f OY every prime ideal Q and every ideal T with 
Kd(R/Q) < Kd(R/T) = Kd(R). Then all ideals T with Kd(R/T) = Kd(R) are 
right weakly ideal invariant. 
PYOOf. Suppose false and let I be a right ideal maximal with respect to the 
existence of an ideal T such that Kd(R/I) < Kd(R/T) = Kd(R) yet Kd( T/IT) = 
Kd(R). By Lemma 13 we may assume that R/I has a prime annihilator, say Q. 
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If Kd(R/Q) < Kd(R) th en, by hypothesis, KdfTjIT) ,< Kd(T/QT) < Kd(R). 
So Kd(R/Q) = Kd(R) and, by passing to the appropriate factor ring, we may 
suppose that QT = 0. Let 
2 = (t E T: ct = 0 for some c regular mod Qj. 
Then Z, is finitely generated and, as R/Q is left Goldie, Z is an ideal with 
I-arm(Z) = I, 3 Q. N ow Kd(R/Z) > Kd(R/T) = Kd(R) and hence 
Kd(Z/IZ) = Kd(Z/(I f L)Z) < Kd(R) 
by the maximality of I. Since Kd(R/I) < Kd(R/Q), there exists c E I regular 
modQ. Thus T/CT + Zs (cnT + Z)/(@IT + Zj for all n. So, 
Kd(T/IT + Z) < Kd(T/cT + Z) < Kd(T) < Kd( 
Hence Kd(T/IT) < max(Kd( T/IT + Z), Kd(Z/IZ)) < Kd(R) as required. 
This result, together with Theorem 8, enables us to prove the result of 
Warfield mentioned in the introduction. 
COROLLARY 15 (Warfield). Let R be a Noetherian right K-homogeneous ring 
with Kd( T/QT) < Kd(Ri/Q) for allp . rame ideals Q and alI ideals T. Then has aaa 
Artinialz classical quotient ring. 
COROLLARY 16. Let R be a Tight Noetherian ring with right Krull ~~rne~s~~~ 
one. If all jactor rings of R are left Goldie, then R is Yight ideal &variant. 
Proof* It is clearly enough to establish Kd( T/IT) < 0 for every right ideal I 
with Kd(R/I) = 0 and every ideal T. If Kd(R/T) = 0, then Kd(~/IT~ < 
/IT) = max(Kd(R/I), Kd(I/IT)) < 0. So suppose that Kd(R/T) = Kd(R). 
Then Theorem 14 allows us to assume that I is prime. But R/I is a simple 
Artinian ring, and since R/IT has finite left uniform dimension, the left $I- 
module T/IT has finite length. But then T/‘IT is also right Artinian by [8]. 
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